THE TRAVELING POET
Visit One: Moraine Lake
Location:

Moraine Lake located near Banff, Alberta, Canada

Date:

August 2016

They said to arrive early…
For parking.
But secretly, it is to actually see the sun rise over the crest
And cast its magic over the shades,
Shaking awake sleeping blacks to yawning vibrant blues.

And as you catch glimpses of glimmers,
The heart begins to anticipate…
…and elevate.

Then there, just round the corner, you see…it.

A clarity like no other can give.
A magnetism radiating between its depths of deep
And your racing heart that wants to
Slow…
Slow…
Slow…

And yet eternally explore its secret shores.

Shores that lap against aged events,
Past storms,
And once severed roots,
Now digging deep somewhere new.

Rattling ripples by the tens of thousands,
That all lead to one glass surface of unified splendor,

Reflecting refracted light, yet radiating the timeless ages
That run deep within its endless composing core.

A center that holds upon its solid shoulders the boulders
Of the Gods and Angels,

All the while its fluid foundation molds and caresses
The tiniest of pebbles that I stand upon,
Here at the edge,
And that embrace me from falling forward, over, and in…
Over my head.

As I observe,
And glance at its broad ridges,

The space speaks to me,
Suggesting both shadows and sun shall,
At each stage of gasp

And no matter what direction you spy,
Dance together through the treasure
We should call time,

Creating poignantly an eternal photograph
Of clear nostalgic color
and future palettes of aspiration.

This is the whispered words of
This passionate place,

This space that melds worlds upon
This cerebellum of sanity and
This beating chamber of wonder,

This stark raving mad man and
This safe boy in a backseat belt,

This imaginative heaven of sky and
This delicious devil of dirt.

Here is where metamorphosis takes root,
Both above
And under.

Within
And without.

When one can observe the whole,
The Entire,
The Universe,

And the Microcosm,

The Small,

The seemingly Insignificant.

To observe the several shades on the soul, depending upon one’s arc, focus, and direction…

And the colors that dance behind what is prominently
In your face,
Your attention,
Your worry.

Here is where wonder beckons you to beyond…
Beyond touch.
Calling you to come closer…

Closer…

Closer…

Until you see the frozen landscape that melts so far away,

Becomes the clarity at your feet.

This is the magical majesty of Moraine.

The lasting granite impression pressed upon
My mountainous and fragile memory,

That shall forevermore leave me standing a bit sideways…

So that I can see the satin and silk road before me,

From just a slightly and single differing view.

